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The Beginning of a New Card Mailing Generation
Bell and Howell has teamed with Otto Künnecke to bring the 
CASSilo card attachment secure system to the North American 
market. This system is designed to meet the needs of medium-
volume card attachment operations where reliability is paramount.

CASSilo is the reliable 7 x 24 answer for your card mailing 
requirements: it is flexible, modular, easy to operate and is 
the perfect solution for small batch handling. The CASSilo is 
designed to run in multiple environments. It supports an array of 
data types and reaches a throughput of more than 3,000 cards 

per hour. The system is operator friendly and easy to set up. The 
CASSilo can be equipped with various modules, including card 
processing and form feeding. With the card attachment module, 
up to 8 cards can be selectively affixed on the carrier. 

The CASSilo can also encode cards with unique customer 
information. A high-integrity inserting module can be integrated, 
enabling an end-to-end finishing process. The CASSilo is highly 
flexible in optimizing and reducing set-up times: Microsoft Word 
templates can be used to print the card carrier, allowing easy 
integration with virtually any operational environment.

Key Features and Benefits

Can handle up to eight card 

attachments per document

Encodes cards with unique  

customer information

Can process more than  

3,000 cards per hour

CASSILO
Card Attachment Secure System
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About Bell and Howell
Bell and Howell, LLC is a leading provider of solutions and services 
for paper-based and digital messaging. The company’s portfolio 
includes products that reduce production and postage costs; 
increase operational efficiency, message impact and relevancy; 
and ensure integrity and quality. Supporting these solutions is 
one of the largest dedicated service organizations in the industry. 
The company is headquartered in Durham, N.C., and maintains 

facilities in Wheeling, Ill., Bethlehem, Pa., and Rochester, N.Y. For 
further information, please visit www.bellhowell.net.

About Otto Künnecke
Otto Künnecke is one of the worldwide leading manufacturers of 
machine solutions for the personalization, sorting and dispatch 
of security documents like cards, passports and PIN-letters. Long-
time expertise and installations speak for the success of the 
family-owned company. 

The CASSilo is highly flexible in optimizing and reducing set-up times: Microsoft Word templates 
can be used to print the card carrier. 

• Cut-sheet printer
• Color printer

• Cut-sheet feeder
• Continuous-form feeder
• One-up
• Two-up
• Multiple feeding channels

Online Offline Form Processing

• Security label attachment
• Carrier verification
• Nesting

Folding Card Attachment Card Personalization

Card Processing Inserting Post Processing

• No fold
• Half fold
• C-fold
• Z-fold

• Up to 8 cards can be attached
• Selective card attachment
• Cards from different magazines
• Card rotating

• Magstripe encoding (Hico/
Loco)
• Ink-jet
• Thermal transfer

• Up to 10 input magazines
• Magazines from all Perso 
Systems supplies usable
• Reading and verification of 
electronic data
• Card turning
• Card rotating
• Label application

• #10 and 6” x 9”
• Combination of feeding 
technologies
• Verification of enclosures and 
envelopes
• Personalized inserts
• Additional feeding station 
channels

• Verification and control
• Distraction
• Personalization
• Labeling
• Metering
• Special functions
• Sorting/grouping

Bell and Howell Print, Mail and Packaging Solutions
Innovative Technology for Maximizing Production Efficiency

From inserters, inkjet printers, smart feeder folders, cards, packaging and more, Bell and Howell helps streamline operations for 
transactional, direct, and specialty mail needs. With flexible and efficient solutions for simple or complex mailings, we integrate 
automation and next-generation technology into production environments, maximizing productivity and improving mail piece 
integrity. Backed by 60 years of experience, Bell and Howell has an unwavering commitment to customer service and a commitment 
to understanding and solving customer challenges.


